Assistant Referee Feedback Form

Name ________________________________ Date/Time _____________________________

Home Team __________________________ Away Team ____________________________

Competition/Grade __________________________ Venue __________________________

Degree of Difficulty
☐ Low
☐ Medium
☐ High

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

KPI 1  Was offside interpreted correctly? ................................................................. ☐ Yes ☐ No

Correct Interpretations

Accurate ball out of play advice ................................................................. Seldom Sometimes Generally Always

Signals

The flag was carried in the hand nearest the referee .......................... Seldom Sometimes Generally Always

The assistant referee made eye contact before raising the flag ............ Seldom Sometimes Generally Always

Flag stable while running ................................................................. Seldom Sometimes Generally Always

Personality and Appearance

Portrayed positive image; interested .......................................................... Seldom Sometimes Generally Always

Maintained upright stance ................................................................. Seldom Sometimes Generally Always

Fitness and Movement

Side stepped effectively ................................................................. Seldom Sometimes Generally Always

Turned and sprinted when needed .......................................................... Seldom Sometimes Generally Always

Positioning

Maintained ‘squareness’ to pitch ............................................................. Seldom Sometimes Generally Always

Followed ball through to goal line for goal kicks and corners ............ Seldom Sometimes Generally Always

Kept in line with 2nd last defender/ball .......................................................... Seldom Sometimes Generally Always

Coaching Comments

Coaches name and signature: ________________________________ Date: __________________

This form is to be used for assessments as part of the process of upgrading
a match officials qualification from Level 4 Referee to Level 3 Referee.

The referee must meet the KPI and must be marked either “Generally” or “Always” in all of the criteria
in a match to be deemed as being competent for that match.